
Basic Information

CDT PS Concert is
Sunday 27th
November

Concert is at
Riverside Theatre,
Parramatta

Toddlers,
Preschoolers
and Rec Stream
CDT
Performance
Stream and
guests.

There are TWO
separate concerts:

1.

2.

CDT PERFORMANCE
STREAM CONCERT

INFO 2022

Performance stream jazz, ballet, tap, lyrical/ contemporary, hip hop

and musical theatre students perform at the concert. 

CDT Performance Stream Concert is on Sunday 27th November at

 Riverside Theatre, Parramatta.

 Toddlers, Preschoolers and Rec Stream students have their own concert

at Camden Civic Cenrte on 30th November. RED CONCERT is our

Performance Stream students (with some special guest acts).

All dancers who have a routine for the concert:

Conditioning, tumbling and technique classes do not learn routines for

concert. These classes are just as important during this time as it will

continue their growth and abilities.

Concert is a wonderful opportunity for all families and friends to watch

the students showcase their talent and hard work for the year. All

students absolutely love performing and the feeling they get up on

stage.

Concert Manual
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PARENTS

All parents and guardians of performers remain strictly audience members

throughout the show, not allowed in change rooms. We hire backstage and change

room helpers to save parents running back and forth. These backstage helpers all

have their WWCC and are there to help our superstars get ready. As we continue to

grow the number of helpers needed increases as well as the tasks and requirements

we ask of them.

This is a day our parents get to kick back, relax and enjoy the show!

HOW THE REHEARSAL WORKS

Attendance is MANDATORY. If you are not going to be part of the concert you need

to notify the directors in writing before 25th July.

All performance stream students are expected to participate. 

On Sunday 27th November dancers will take part in a rehearsal at Riverside Theatre,

Parramatta. Performers will be dropped off to the stage door with all their

belongings at 11:30am (dance clothes and all required shoes and props) and we will

run through the exact show, we will prep the dancers for where they will change

costumes, where they wait, how they will conduct themselves and they will get to

rehearse their dance on the stage. 7/u, 9/u and 17/u will break between 2:45-

4:15pm. 11/u will break 3:30-4:30pm. This is when students will eat and get prepared

for their first routine. 

HOW THE SHOW WORKS

All students must be completely ready for their first routine at 4:30pm. This is when

doors open and audience take their seat. We are hiring backstage helpers (working

with children & safety checks will be run on all helpers) to assist the performers in

costume change, walking to and from the stage and to ensure the show runs

smoothly. This allows all parents and friends to watch the show and to ensure

backstage does not get overcrowded, as well as the safety of the children. No one

will be allowed backstage without a pass. We received fantastic feedback

regarding how our end of year show runs, we found it creates a calm and exciting

atmosphere everybody gets to enjoy. We have included a fee for backstage helpers

in your concert fee.

How the Costumes and Make Up Works: 
Costumes are hired from CDT. 

The costumes are tried on in class, then will be taken to the venue by
CDT.  

If you wish to buy your costume you can pay the difference to
purchase that costume. 

 
Make up is used on stage as the stage lights can drown out the

features of the performer and the right make up highlights facial
features. After seeking advice from make up artists, CDT will be using

a browns colour scheme (smokey for seniors). 
The CDT makeup tutorial can be found on our youtube

https://youtu.be/sdHSm6ETUFM

END OF YEAR SHOW
DETAILS

All Performance Stream students will
be performing their routines on Sunday

27th November at Riverside Theatre,
Parramatta.

 At 5pm. 
Tickets can be purchased on 1st

November on the Riverside website. 
 

Have any questions?
Call us! 0401798381

https://youtu.be/sdHSm6ETUFM


What Will Students Need In Preparation? Please ensure students have correct footwear and stockings for the right classes. We do not
advise waiting until the week before to get all the right materials, as the student will not have prepared in them. If you are not sure,
please ask their teachers. For students to prepare correctly for concert they should practice their routine - you can order the music link
for $3, keep their stretching and strengthening constant and try to arrive 15 minutes early for class to warm up to utilize class time. 
Please try to keep absences to a minimum, even when the routine is complete as it is a team effort so they can fully prepare for
performing onstage with their group.

Who is in the End Of Year Show? There are two! All toddlers, preschoolers, and Rec Stream students are in their own show the following
Wednesday -  All Performance Stream Students who do jazz, tap, ballet, lyrical/contemporary, musical theatre or hip hop classes are at
this show. There will also be some guest acts. If you/your child is not able to participate in our end of year show it is essential you let us
know in writing by 25th July as they are group numbers so spacing, patterns and lines depend on the dancers.Please discuss the
importance of commitment to the concert and classes with students so we can run a fantastic show for you!

Why is it Important to Attend Classes? We understand that some absences are unavoidable due to illness or prior commitments but we
appreciate trying to keep absences to a minimum during concert prep time. As these routines are group dances, it is important that all
members of the class are there to learn choreography. Each week should be a progression of the routine, to make it the best dance
possible to showcase at the show, but if there are constant absences we will have to back track choreography already been taught so
we will not be able to move forward - we would hate for any student to go up on stage and be unsure what they have to do! This also
makes the dancers aware of the importance of being part of a team, what it means to work together.

Recording the Performance: We enforce a strict no flash photography or video recording of the end of year show. This is to keep under
the child privacy acts so we would appreciate your full cooperation. Be sure to order your professional footage from CDT. 

Wish to discuss the concert? Contact us and we are happy to help!
Email admin@completedancetraining.com or call 0401798381

WHAT ARE THE COSTS?
Your costume fee, concert fee and concert tshirt is already part of your invoice, so the only costs for this time of
the years are:
- Your concert footage. 
This year, we have hired a brand new videographer and we are so excited!
Concert footage is $45.
- Your ticket to the show! Tickets can be purchased through the riverside website on 1st November.
Tickets will be $45 plus booking fee. 

FAQ'S

What Happens After the Concert?
Dancing is still on for 3 more weeks!
Our 2023 timetable will begin during these weeks - more information will be released at a later date. 

Who Does Hair and Makeup?
You do! This is the responsibility is on the dancer/ dancers family. We set guidelines and help with tutorials and visual cues.
We will be holding a concert makeup tutorial class in Term Four.  


